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Abstract
This thesis makes two contributions to the research domain of relation extrac-
tion (RE), i.e., the automated discovery of semantic links in unstructured text.
The first contribution is a method for creating a dataset for RE, and using it
to create the first Swedish RE dataset involving nine relationships between
persons, locations and vehicles. The second contribution is a variety of ex-
periments on this new dataset providing baselines. The relation extraction
systems created in this thesis include deep multi-channel convolutional neural
networks, and Word2Vec embeddings. A manual labeling of a subset of our
data shows an accuracy of 73%. We find that using a discrete representation
of part-of-speech and dependency tags in the multi-channel convolutional net-
work yields the best performance with a micro-average F1-score of 77%. The
thesis discusses a variety of problems and future avenues of research, includ-
ing the underlying motivation of this work: the automatic summarization of
police reports in Sweden.
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Sammanfattning
Detta arbete bidrar med två insikter till forskning inom relationsextrahering
(RE), det vill säga, att automatiskt upptäcka semantiska länkar i ostrukturerad
text. Det första bidraget är en metod för att skapa ett dataset för RE och för
att använda det till att skapa ett svenskt RE-dataset som involverar nio relatio-
ner mellan personer, platser och fordon. Det andra bidraget är en baslinje via
experiment på detta nya dataset. Relationsextraheringssystemet skapat i detta
arbete inkluderar ett djupt flerkanaligt faltningsnätverk med ordvektorer via
Word2Vec-algoritmen. En manuell kategorisering av en delmängd av datan
visar en tillförlitlighet på 73%. Resultaten visar att användingen av en diskret
representation av ordklasser och beroende-taggar i det flerkanaliga neurala nät-
verket presterar bäst med ett medelvärde av mikro-F1 på 77%. Detta arbete
diskuterar problem och framtida tillämpningar, inkluderat den underliggande
motiveringen för detta arbete: automatisk summering av svenska polisrappor-
ter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Textual data at the Swedish Police Authority is streaming through the orga-
nization in many aspects, from textual data created by employees to informa-
tion sent from individuals to the organization. This data is extensive and the
Swedish Police Authority need to process it accurately and efficiently since
one of their key missions is to manage an effective and precise organization.
Humans can accomplish this, but human labor is expensive and not very scal-
able. This has raised the question of whether machine learning algorithms can
be applied to processing the textual data of the Swedish Police Authority, or
other organizations.

An example of an application for this system is relation extraction to field offi-
cer reports containing observations of what a officer has seen while patrolling
the streets of Sweden. The report includes information in free text format
such as “We saw Richard driving a blue Volvo down the streets of Malmö to-
gether with Paul who sat in the passenger seat”. Manual processing of the text
would entail an analyst who takes the information and first of all decides what
the information is about and if it is crucial. If the analysts determine that the
information is essential, she then extracts parts of the sentence and turns it
into a structured format. The structure would include the two entities involved
“Richard” and “Paul”, that they used the vehicle “Volvo” and the geographical
position “Malmö” of where the informationwas observed. Thus, it is the struc-
ture of a text that autonomously can be constructed by a computer and is where
the application of this systemwould take place. The process done by REwould
extract the information that the analyst did by hand, “Richard” and “Paul”
as entities, “Malmö” as a geographical location and “Volvo” as a vehicle. It
would then assign relations tuples to the text of the form (Richard, Malmö,

2
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Seen at), (Paul, Malmö, Seen at), (Richard, Paul, Collaborating), (Richard,
Volvo, Exert), (Paul, Volvo, Exert).

Equipped with an understanding of the application of RE, the motivation be-
hind this work is two-fold; First, by assigning the task of identifying relations
and entities to a machine, human resources can be freed and dedicated to more
qualified tasks. Secondly, an autonomous RE system can yield a faster primary
analysis of a text, thus increasing the efficiency of the organization and saving
money. As for the former, a RE system would not give a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the text but is a step in how we interpret a text.

In this work, we digest the two problems together as; How can a Swedish
dataset be created for RE and when can a sentence be proof of a relationship
between the entities within that sentence? The former problem suggests that
when tackling RE from a machine learning perspective, the necessity for data
is apparent. There are very few public datasets available for the task and most
of them are in English, Mandarin or Arabic. Nonetheless, Mandarin consti-
tutes for most spoken language in the world (12 % of the worlds speaking pop-
ulation) followed by Spanish, English (2nd, 3rd) followed by Hindi and then
Arabic (4% of the worlds speaking population) [1]. While the labeled data is
already sparse for the world’s biggest languages, it is even sparser for smaller
languages such as Swedish which constitutes for 0.13% of the world’s popu-
lation (91st). We are yet to find a labeled Swedish corpus for RE. There is,
however, manually labeled corpora for the most common languages for the re-
lation extraction task such as MUC61, PubMed2, TAC KBP3 or ACEx4 where
the corpora are all in English, except ACEx which also is published in Chinese
and Arabic.

Thus, the first problem requires a method for labelling Swedish data, that
is done without manual labour. We utilize Semantic Fields for this problem
by presenting a distant supervisor for autonomous labeling of Swedish copra.
Continuing, with a dataset at hand, we apply a multi-channel Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model to the problem together with a multi-label clas-
sification setting. By channels, we mean different representation of the text as
continuous (word embeddings) or discrete vectors (onehot binary encoding).

1https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/muc_data/muc_data_index.html
2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds
3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2018T24
4https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace
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By doing this, a third question arises; what channels yield the best performance
for RE on Swedish text?

1.1 Problem statement
This work is based on the following three problem statements:

(i) Given a sentence constructed with two entities and an element from a
semantic field, when is this proof of an actual relation between the two
entities and how well can this be detected automatically by the use of
Machine Learning?

(ii) How can a dataset be created by the aid of Semantic Fields for relation
extraction, especially, for Swedish text?

(iii) What combination of textual representation (channels) yields the best
performance for relation classification?

1.2 Delimitations
This work is concerned with RE for Swedish text which differs in grammati-
cal structure from other languages. We use four corpora provided by Sprak-
banken5 for analysis: Bloggmix 2011, Flashback Vehicle-, Culture- and Soci-
ety. We continue to narrow down the problem even further by experimenting
with a single neural network architecture together with a random inference
model. Further on, we limit the relations to nine different types as they align
with the interests of the Swedish Police Authority. The classification is done
in a multi-label setting.

1.3 Outline
The work is divided into six chapters. Following the introduction, the chapter
containing previous work is presented to give an overview of what has been
done in the field of RE. Subsequently, the methodology includes a description
of how this research was conducted. The fourth chapter presents the results of
the experiments, followed by a discussion where interpretations of the results

5https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resources
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are made. The discussion is carried out with the proposed methodology, re-
sults and ethics in mind. The final pages contain the conclusion of the work.
The bibliography and an appendix of the words contained in each semantic
field can be found at the end of this work.



Chapter 2

Previous Work

This chapter presents a technical overview of RE and how it previously has
been approached. Initially, three different historical approaches are presented
followed by a presentation of semantic fields and Word2Vec techniques and
later on a description of the Multi-channel CNN. Finally, an overview of eval-
uation metrics is given, both for multi-classification and multi-label classifi-
cation.

2.1 Approaches for Relation Extraction
This section presents three different approaches for solvingRE. The firstmethod
is based on manually defined rules. As this fast became tedious and the rise of
machine learning algorithms emerged, RE was established as a classification
task. As a consequence of this, the necessity for data was evident. Thus, the
final section presents a distant supervised machine learning approach when
labeled data is scarce.

2.1.1 Relation Extraction by Rules
There are many ways to construct meanings of a sentence. The meaning can
depend on different circumstances such as the specific language, the context
of writing, or to whom the text is intended for. The difficulty is not to con-
struct the meaning but to find patterns that frequently occur and indicate the
construction of a particular relation. Hearst’s [2] was the first to introduce a
novel approach by finding these constructs. Hearst’s [2] work was concerned
with extracting the is-a relation by defining six handcrafted patterns for recog-
nizing the construct for this relation.

6
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For example, consider the pattern “The ability to create malty, hoppy, sour
and other flavored beers” where one could infer from the pattern that the
hyponym(hoppy, flavor) relation holds. Hearst [2] suggests that the lexico-
syntactic pattern for this particular pattern is captured byNP{, NP}∗{, } and other NP
[2] where NP is a noun-phrase. Tailor crafted rules have shown to have high
precision but on the other hand, suffer in recall as it only can discover relations
that followed the exact crafted pattern[2]. The ability to generalize to other do-
mains is also hard because new handcrafted patterns would be needed.

2.1.2 Relation Extraction as a Classification Task
The rule-based approach proved to be ineffective when new relations were to
be extracted. Together with this and the rise in popularity and effectiveness of
machine learning algorithms, a supervised approach (i.e. labeled data) for RE
was formulated. Thus, the problem is formulated as a classification problem.
With this approach, a lot of the research has been applied to extract binary
relations within single sentences [3][4][5]. The classification problem can be
formulated as given a sentence

S = w1, w2, ...e1, . . . , wj, ...e2, ..., wn (2.1)

ei is entities such as persons, organizations or locations. wi is a word in the
sentence and a relation r ∈ R is taken from R, which is a set of a predefined
set of relations. The task is then defined as

r̂(S) = argmax
r∈R

ψ(r, S; θ) (2.2)

There are multiple definitions of ψ and early RE approaches [5][6] has defined
the functions as

ψ(r, S; θ) = θ · f(r, S) (2.3)

Where θ represents a weight vector and f(r, S) a vector of features extracted
from S. The extracted features presented in [6] consists of the words between
the entities, the type of the entities, the parse tree of the sentence where the
labels on the path between two entities are used and the POS tags of the sen-
tence. The featured based approach enables the use of f(.) as a discriminative
classifier and decides, based on the labeled dataset, if a relation holds or not.
This approach then consists of defining a set of relations R = {R ∪ none},
where none indicates that none of the defined relations in R was true. This
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classifier is then trained on a labeled dataset to classify any new relational in-
stance (i.e. a set of entities and a relation).

Subsequently, kernel methods are another approach for relation extraction by
classification and is suitable when the input data can not trivially be expressed
as feature vectors. Learning methods based on features such as neural net-
works or decision trees require am-dimensional feature vector as input. This
feature space can then be analyzed through methods such as clustering or sep-
aration by a hyperplane. It is this analysis that is subject for inferences for
new data points. However, there are cases, especially in NLP, where the data
cannot easily be expressed as feature vectors. An example of this is text doc-
uments. A common approach to map a text to a high dimensional space is
to create a v-dimensional vector where v is the number of words in a given
vocabulary and then encode a text as a sparse binary vector where 1 indicates
the presence of a word and 0 the absent of a word. These sparse vectors can
be used with any learning algorithm and have proven to be successful [7].

String kernels were introduced by Lodhi et al. [8] for text classification and is
suggested as an effective alternative to explicit crafted features. The core func-
tionality of kernel methods is the kernel function which calculates the inner
product between data points in a high dimensional space. Instead of encoding
the document into a vector, Lodhi et al. [8] propose a different approach where
the string kernel requires two strings x and y. The kernel K(x, y) then com-
putes the similarity between these two strings based on the number of common
subsequences. Thus, more shared subsequences between x and y yield greater
similarity between the two strings. However, as the set of all possible ordered
subsequence tuples is exponential, a straightforward computation is infeasible.
Lodhi et al. [8] solve this by using a dynamic programming technique which
makes the computation linear of the document length.

A more general interpretation of the kernel K(x, y) is the computation of
structural similarities between x and y where x, y could be objects like strings,
sequences, dependency trees or similar [4]. The kernel function K(x, y) is
then used inside a classifier such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Per-
ceptron classifiers to make inferences. Inference in RE classification can be
made by using xa as a positive example of a relation instance and xb as a
negative example of the relational instance and y to be an unknown relation
instance. Inferences are then made by K(xa, y) > K(xb, y) and if it is true,
then it implies that y contained the predefined relation.
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2.1.3 Distant Supervised Relation Extraction
Because of the recent successes of RE rooted in machine learning, presented
in the previous section, the need for labeled data is evident. However, labeled
data is a precious resource and time consuming to produce. Because of this,
other methods are needed to acquire training data. One of the first promising
results for distant supervised RE was the work of Brin [9] who was concerned
with extracting the binary relation authorOf. The method proposed was called
Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Extraction (DIPRE). The dataset was initial-
ized with only five examples of (book, author) patterns and DIPRE managed
to find 15, 000 more tuples from a dataset consisting of 24 million web pages
of 147GB. The method consists of starting with a small set of examples of one
predefined relation and using a regular expression to find patterns that match
these regular expressions. The final step is to generate new patterns from the
set of gathered patterns and then iterate with the newly created expressions.
A closely related work is the study of Gravano[10] who builds upon Brin[9]
but uses a vector clustering technique instead of regular expression for find-
ing similar patterns. Gravano[10] uses 300, 000 news articles compared to the
work of Brin[9] who used an extensive amount of web pages. The method is
named SnowBall as it starts with a small set of examples and acquires more
data by iterating on finding similar patterns in unseen text. One of the key
points for Snowball was the introduction of named entity tags such as PER,
LOC or ORG in the generated patterns. Gravano[10] concluded a slightly
higher recall compared to Brin[9] but yet similar performance in precision.

A more recent approach that has shown success for distant supervised relation
extraction is the use of a large Knowledge Base (KB) [11]. Instead of using
a small set of starting seeds, as in [9][10], a KB can be used instead, which
consists of a large amount of annotated facts. A common trend in the litera-
ture for a knowledge base [12][3] is the Freebase dataset [13] that recently has
been merged into Google knowledge graph API1. At the time Freebase was
made public in 2008 it contained 125 million entity tuples with 4, 000 types
and 7, 000 properties [13]. The work of Mintz et al. [11] was based on the
Freebase dataset where they extracted each entity pair that appeared in a Free-
base relation.

The assumption made by [11] and other studies using the distant supervised
approach [7] is that “If any sentence that contains a pair of entities that par-

1https://developers.google.com/knowledge-graph
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ticipate in a known relation (from a knowledge base) is likely to express that
relationship in some way” [11]. This assumption is commonly referred to as
“express-at-least-once” assumption. Thus, an unlabeled corpora must be pre-
processed by tagging entities in it and then the sentences that contain two en-
tities with a known relation from the KB is extracted and treated as a positive
example, negative examples are extracted by finding entities that are known
from the KB to not participate in a relation. After the corpora is processed, a
discriminative classifier can be used for classification. The learning process
is the same for both the supervised and distant supervised approach, while the
latter only differs in how the data was labeled.

Recent studies argue that the express-at-least-once assumption might be too
strong [14] and explains that selecting single sentences loses rich information
contained in other sentences that mentions the entity pair. Thus, aggregating
multiple sentences can probably make inferences of a relation easier. Sec-
ondly, Jiang et al. [14] argue that Mintz et al. [11] treat the distant supervised
relation extraction problem as a single label classification problem and ignore
that it might be so that an entity tuple participates in multiple relations such
as The King and Queen of Sweden both participates in the relations monar-
chs, spouses or parents for example. Therefore Jiang et al. [14] formulates a
relaxed assumption for a relation instance stating that “a relation holding be-
tween two entities can be either expressed explicitly or inferred implicitly from
all sentences that mention two entities”. Thus, instead of extracting features
from single sentences as in [11] this approach aggregates multiple sentences
into one text and extract the word embeddings and a maximum window of
words between two entities.

2.2 Semantic Fields
The previous section concludes with the distant supervised approach for RE
by using a KB when the lack of a labeled corpus is apparent. Thus, we aspire
to explore the possibility not to use a KB and employ semantic fields for la-
beling a corpus instead.

A semantic field is a term used in linguistics to describe a group of words,
all of which share a similar concept, theme or subject [15]. By utilizing a
group of words, that shares one context such as relations, we can transfer the
latent knowledge humans have of a word to a semantic field.
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An intuitive description of words that share a semantic field is that they are
synonymous to each other. However, a semantic field spans a larger area than
just synonyms Lehrer and Kittay [15]. Thus, the meaning of a word entails
more than its synonyms. Hintikka [16] describes that the meaning of a word
is dependent on its relations to other words that are applied in the same context.

Semantic fields and its connection to vector semantics has not seen a noticeable
connection within the literature regarding the fields of linguistics and compu-
tational linguistics. However, Jennings, Kersey, and Pasanek [17] is one of
the first to make the connection and implies that by semantic field is the un-
derlying premise for concept theory. Jennings, Kersey, and Pasanek further
signifies that semantic fields act as the basic premise, which in the field of
linguistic underlie every statement in a corpus. Thus, the correlation between
semantic field and vector semantics is that words are represented as vectors.
The structure of a vector space model inherits the feature that enables words to
be compared, for example, by the cosine angle between two word vectors [18].
What this signifies is the underlying meaning of words; The distributional hy-
pothesis. The hypothesis states that "Words that occur in a similar context tend
to have similar meanings" [19]. Therefore, granted with a method for obtain-
ing the meaning of sentence, we can now use it to gather unstructured data
and categorize the sentence based on the knowledge of the semantic field and
techniques used in the field of vector semantics such as Word2Vec.

Consider the semantic field “Family”whose closest word in aWord2Vecmodel
is “relatives”, thus our semantic field consists of two words: Family and rel-
atives. Next, consider an unlabeled corpus with a sentence containing two
persons and the word “relatives”. The weak supervisor would treat this sen-
tence as a positive instance defining the family-relation between two persons.
However, this approach would lead to noisy labels that are not necessarily true,
such as the sentence “Bob and Alice saw two relatives” that does not imply that
Bob and Alice are relatives.

2.3 Word2Vec
Section 2.2 gives a brief description of the application of vector semantics
within the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Vectors in NLP is the
same vectors as in any other field of engineering, a numerical representation
of an object. That is, we could choose to encode a word with the simple ap-
proach of one-hot encodings, where an N-dimensional binary vector encodes
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the presence or absence of a word. This approach tends to be quite inefficient
when the vocabulary sizeN grows large and it does not capture the context or
similarities of the words. Even though this method does not manage to capture
any additional information about the word other than it managed to encode it
into a mathematical representation, it is still a vector representation that en-
ables a vast amount of different mathematical operations. Fortunately, there
are more novel ways to encode words into vectors that capture more informa-
tion other than the presence or absence of words. One of the most successful
methods for doing this is the Word2Vec algorithm which is a set of models
that was created by a team of researchers at Google in 2013 [20].

The ability to encode similarities between words into vectors is essential for
many NLP applications as it enables the use of vector manipulations such as
adding or subtracting words. The role of context and similarity is linked to the
distributional hypothesis presented in the previous section. To repeat, Joos
[19] states that words that occur in a similar context tend to have a similar
meaning. Consider the following three sentences: “The beer was really good”,
“The beer tasted really nice” and “I drank a really tasty beer yesterday”. Ac-
cording to the distributional hypothesis, the words “good”, “nice” and “tasty”
are related because they all occur in the same context. Following the distri-
butional hypothesis, one could capture similarities by counting all words that
appear near a target word, for example, the word “really” and conclude that all
the three words above follow that pattern. However, this does not follow the
nature of vectors and would require an extensive dictionary to look up similar
words.

This is where the idea behind Word2Vec and its skip-gram model [20] comes
into play. The intuition behind the process is that instead of counting how
often a word occurs near a target word, the question is defined as a classifica-
tion task and asks “is a word w likely to occur close to the target word?”. The
process is as follows: treat a target word and a window around this word as
positive examples, randomly select another word and its context as negative
example, use a binary logistic regression classifier to distinguish these two ex-
amples, ignore the actual output from the binary classifier but use the learned
weights as embedding for the target word. This method requires only a large
corpus without any annotations as input and produces a vector space model of
the given corpus.
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2.4 Convolutional Neural Network
Section 2.2 shows the application of vector semantics towards semantic fields
and Section 2.3 presents the idea behind how a continuous representation of
words can capture its contexts. The question still stands; how can this represen-
tation be utilized in a machine learning model to decide whether a relationship
holds between entities?

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a special type of neural network
that has shown great success in classification tasks and is mainly originating
from the image processing field [21] [22]. Recently, the NLP community has
started to adapt the CNN architecture and proven some great results for vari-
ous tasks, especially for relation classification [23][14].

State of the art results using a CNN architecture are the work of Wang et al.
[24] who achieves an F1-score of 0.88 on the SemEval 2010 dataset [25]. The
novelty about Wang et al. [24] includes a multi-attention mechanism where
multiple semantic representations are presented to the network. Contrary, to
an F1-score of 0.88 as the previous mentioned study achieved, the work of Wu
et al. [26] who presents an F1-score of 0.84, also evaluated on the SemEval
2010 dataset [25]. This model also consists of a multi-attention mechanism,
i.e., a multi-channel representation of the input text. The input is represented
as three channels; Word embeddings, Position embeddings and POS embed-
dings whereas Wang et al. [24] is using two channels; Word and position em-
beddings. An earlier approach that pioneered the CNN architecture was in the
work of Zeng et al. [23] who uses five different feature channels and presents an
F1-score of 0.82. These three authors present the state of the art performance
using a Multi-channel CNN while the achievement of the models varies, de-
pending on the NLP stack you are using for input representation.

CNNs are well suited for processing data that has a natural grid-like structure
such as images or in the NLP case, as an embedded word-matrix. Consider
a sentence of ten words where each word has a corresponding word embed-
ding in a 300-dimensional vector space. A grid like-structure for this sentence
would come in the form of a 10x300 sized matrix, whereas a similar grid-like
structure for a 10x10 pixel image could be its color values for each index in the
matrix. The convolution operation, as the name indicates, is the mathematical
operation that the network employs in place for general matrix multiplication.
The motivation to use this operation in place for matrix multiplication is three-
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folded: sparse interactions, parameter sharing and equivariant representations
[27].

The basic perceptron neural network layer uses matrix multiplication by its
input and a matrix containing the parameters of that layer. Thus, each input
interacts with each output unit. In a convolutional layer, the interactions be-
tween input and outputs are generally sparse as this is achieved by defining a
kernel function (sometimes called filter) by making the dimensions of the ker-
nel to be smaller than the input dimensions. This kernel function contains the
learnable weights of the network and achieves the second motivation, param-
eter sharing. As in the basic perceptron neural network layer, each element
in the parameter matrix is used precisely once when computing the output of
that layer, e.g., when it is multiplied by one of the inputs to the layer. Thus, the
weights of the kernel are applied to all of its input to that layer. This means that
instead of learning individual parameters for each input, a convolutional layer
learns only one set of parameters. However, this does not affect the runtime as
we still need to apply the kernel to each input but it does affect the storage re-
quired for the layer if the size of the kernel is smaller than its input dimensions.

The parameter sharing gives rise to the mathematical property called equivari-
ance [27]. A function is said to be equivariant if the input changes, the output
changes in the same way. Equivariance means that if the input to a convolu-
tional layer contains multiple features of the same type, for each place where
those features appear, the same value will appear in the output of the convolu-
tional layer for those features.

The intuition behind the convolution operation is the extraction of local fea-
tures while preserving the spatial relationship between the input. Consider the
example with the embedded I = 10x300word-matrix and a kernelw = 2x300

matrix. Now, if we slide the w matrix over the rows of the I word-matrix and
multiply each entry, the convolved feature would be a new matrix of the di-
mensions c = 7x300 where each row contains a representation of the 2-gram
taken from the I matrix. Notice that we could have chosen any number of
rows of the sliding matrix to capture any n-gram. If the input data is assumed
to contain a non-linear relationship between its input and output, a non-linear
activation function g(x) could be used such as ReLUwhere g(x) = max(0, x)

or tanh where g(x) = tanh(x). Thus, to introduce non-linearity in the CNN,
the sampled matrix c would be passed through g such that o = g(c). Now,
to extract the essential features from the sampled matrix o and to reduce the
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dimensionality of o one could choose the average or maximum rows of o and
either use this value as an output from the network or pass it further on to
deeper layers.

2.5 Channels for Text Representation
Supplied with the CNN model for relation classification, the challenge is now
how to represent the text to the model. The CNNmodel take numerical values
as input, which has created two paradigmswithin theNLP community to repre-
sent text as numerical values; discrete and continuous. The discrete paradigm
deals with binary vectors where each index corresponds to a word while the
continuous paradigm deals with real-valued vectors to represent words. Sub-
sequently, there are many ways to represent individual words and the meaning
of a word. Thus, a word could be represented by its characters, or each word
could belong to a particular category. The two most general categories within
the NLP community is Part Of Speech (POS) and Dependency tags. POS tags
represent words as grammatical tags from a fixed subset of tags. Additionally,
the NER-tags are a fundamental representation of text for RE where each word
is represented as a tag from the BILOU [28] tag set. The BILOU tag set is a
discrete representation where the entities in question are, in our case, limited
to three different types; Person, Location and Organization.

Even though there are many different ways to represent text as previously de-
scribed, we are not limited to only one representation. [29] and [24] have
shown that a combination of different channels yields state of the art perfor-
mance for RE. Thus, the CNN model can be enhanced with multiple channels
which extends the model towards a Multi-channel CNN. The following three
sections present a detailed description of what the channels used in this work
entail.

2.5.1 Named Entity Recognition
One of the critical tasks in IE is to find mentions of entities in a text. These
entities are loosely defined by the given task but are often anything within a
text that can be referred to by a proper noun such as persons, companies, tele-
phone numbers, locations or even tumor names as in the work of Swampillai
and Stevenson [5]. The first challenge with named entity recognition is to find
the boundary of an entity as it could stretch over several word tokens. For
example, consider the sentence “I work for Sunshine Brewing CO” where the
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entity “Sunshine Brewing CO” constitutes a COMPANY entity that spans over
three tokens.

A method for solving more extended sequences entities is to encode a no-
tation scheme for the named entity tags. There are several different methods
for doing this, but the most prominent ones are the BIO (Beginning, Inside,
Outside) and BILOU (Beginning, Inside, Last, Outside, Unit-length) schemes.
However, as shown in the work of Ratinov and Roth [28] where the BILOU
encoding scheme significantly outperforms the BIO encoding scheme as it
seems to be more challenging to learn than the richer encoding that BILOU
manages to capture. Thus, with the BILOU scheme, the COMPANY entity
“Sunshine Brewing CO” would be tagged as (B-COMPANY, I-COMPANY,
L-COMPANY) or words that are not detected as an entity would be tagged
with the outside-token O.

Named entities are often described as a “solved” task because of high-performance
scores on well-known datasets such as CoNLL2 or MUC3 but the performance
is significantly decreased when tested on new datasets as the systems do not
manage to capture rare or previously unseen entities [30]. A method to handle
emerging entities as the language changes would be to train newmodels on up-
dated training data continuously. However, this would be very cost-ineffective
in terms of annotation costs. Another approach would be to build models that
are more resilient to change in the language as in the work of Derczynski et al.
[31]. Although the authors gathered a dataset consisting of rare entities, they
concluded that it was more challenging to identify rare entities and calls for
more research in this area.

2.5.2 Dependency Parsing
Dependency parsing is the task of assigning a syntactic structure to a sentence.
The grammatical structure is based on the formal grammar called Dependency
grammar, where the focus is on the words within a sentence. The formal gram-
mar assigns directed binary arches between the words in the sentence that as-
sociates the hierarchy relationship between words. Thus a dependency parsing
for a sentence forms a dependency tree. The arches are derived from a fixed
set of grammatical relations including the “root” label that explicitly marks
the root or head of a sentence.

2http://www.conll.org/
3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2001T02
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A headword for a token in a dependency parse tree is the word that the current
token dependent on, therefore, the root or head of a dependency parse tree is
the word that all other words in the sentence are dependent on. This head to-
ken is essential in many NLP tasks such as relation extraction as shown in the
work of Sanh, Wolf, and Ruder [32]. These authors extract relations based on
the headword between two entities in a sentence.

Universal Dependencies4 is a project for cross-linguistic parsing and offers
a multi-language framework standard for parsing text. The Universal Depen-
dencies annotation scheme is used to express the related words and provides
a rich set of annotations. To define all of these relations is outside the scope
of this work, but an example of an annotation is the nominal subject relation
(nsubj). Consider the sentence “Trump defeated Hillary” where dependency
parsing would create an arrow between the token “defeated” pointing at the
token “Trump”.

2.5.3 Part of Speech
A related task to Dependency parsing is the POS taggning with the exception
that when POS tagging is done, it does not explicitly handle any relation be-
tween the words but assigns only a POS tag to each word in a text. POS tags
represent the grammatical category for the token and yields no direct indica-
tions of the grammatical relation between other tokens. However, even though
the POS tagging does not explicitly model connections between words, it does
reveal information about the current token and tokens nearby, such as nouns
that are often preceded by verbs and nouns that are often preceded by deter-
miners or adjectives in Swedish.

A POS tag defines a category for words which share similar grammatical
properties and also enables a unified encoding for words other than the more
straightforward one-hot encoding approach that does not capture anythingmore
than the presence or absence of a word. Thus, POS tags capture how words
are used in sentences. There are many ways to define the POS tags and differs
between languages but the most common ones are nouns (Eric, Stockholm),
verbs (go, speak), adjectives (big, sad), adverbs (slow, very), prepositions (at,
in), conjunctions (and, or) and pronouns (I, we).

4https://universaldependencies.org
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2.6 Evaluation of Relation Extraction
Fittedwith away to create a dataset and amodel to performRE. Onemust mea-
sure the performance to see how the model is doing. The means of evaluating
a RE system tends to follow a common trend and literature shows that the vast
majority of studies use the classification metrics in terms of precision, recall
and F-measure. However, a general trend is to treat the classification problem
as a single label classification problem [7][4][3]. Whilst this approach fits well
with the previously mentioned metrics, some modification is needed when the
problem is treated as a multi-label classification problem as in the work of [14]
and [33], Note that a multi-classification problem should not be confused with
multi-label classification problem. We first introduce the notion of evaluation
metrics for a multi-classification problem and then present the modifications
needed for evaluating a multi-label classification problem.

2.6.1 Multi Classification
A multi-classification problem is when an instance can belong to one of three
or more classes compared to a classification problem which is a binary deci-
sion problem where an instance can belong to only one of two classes. Sub-
sequently, a multi-label classification problem is when an instance can belong
to multiple classes and are not constrained to only one class.

The number of possible outcomes of a classifier are either correctly classi-
fied (positive, P) or incorrectly classified (negative, N). These outcomes then
generates four different outcomes: True Positive (TP) which is the number of
positive examples that are correctly classified, True Negative (TN) is the num-
ber of negative examples that are correctly classified, False Positive (FP) is the
number of positive examples that are incorrectly classified and False Negative
(FN) where the number of negative examples is incorrectly classified.

The formal definition of a multi-classification problem is as follows. Let X
denote the instance space and Y denote the label space. The traditional multi-
classification problem is concerned with finding a function f : X → Y from
a training set (xi, yi) where xi is a feature vector of dimension d and yi ∈ Y
is the corresponding label associated with each xi [34]. The assumption made
in the classical multi-classification problem is therefore that each instance be-
longs to exactly one class.
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2.6.2 Multi-label Classification
The multi-label classification problem is a generalization of the multi classi-
fication problem described in the previous section. In the multi-label classi-
fication problem, each instance can be assigned to multiple labels (classes)
whereas in the multi classification problem, which is a single-label classifica-
tion problem where each instance is associated with precisely one label (class)
per instance. In many tasks such as relation classification, the assumption of
an entity pair only belongs to one class does not work well. For example,
consider the following two sentences:

Stefan Löfven is the 35th prime minister of Sweden. (S1)

Stefan Löfven is born in Sweden. (S2)

The tuple (Stefan Löfven, Sweden) has two valid relations: employedBy from
sentence S1 and bornIn from sentence S2. Therefore, regarding relation classi-
fication as a multi-label classification problem is essential for capturing deeper
semantic meaning of a sentence. The formal definition for a multi-label clas-
sification problem is as follows: Given an input feature vector X ∈ Rd and
Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yq} where Y is the label space with q possible class la-
bels. The task in the multi-label classification problem is to learn a function
f : X → Y , which is a function that returns the confidence that y being the
labels of x. The function f(.) is learned based on a multi-label training set
D = (xi, Yi) where xi ∈ X is the d-dimensional feature vector and Yi ⊆ Y is
the set of labels that is associated with the training instance xi [34].
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Methods

The following sections contain a detailed description of how the experiments
were conducted and evaluated. The first section starts with a presentation of
how the data was collected and how the Semantic Fields were created. Next, a
detailed description of the multi-channel CNNmodel is presented to conclude
with a description of the different evaluation metrics used.

3.1 Collecting the Data
To be able to utilize the full capacity of Machine Learning algorithms, a suffi-
cient amount of data is required. Both the amount of data and quality is equally
essential for an algorithm to perform and generalize over unseen data that is
the target for inference. As manually labeling of data is a tedious process,
error-prone and something the author of this work did not want to spend his
time with, we use corpora resources provided by Sprakbanken1. Sprakbanken
is a national Swedish research institute located at the Gothenburg University.
The Institute was established in 1975 with the mission to develop and store
Swedish text data to provide the public and researches with linguistically an-
notated resources.

The corpora provided by Sprakbanken is enriched with linguistic annotations
and for this work, the Part of Speech tags, Dependency relations and Named
Entities are of particular interest. We applied the annotated data to train a
Named Entity Recognizer-, Part of Speech-tagger and a Dependency parser to
process and create features for the relation classifier. We use SpaCy2 as the

1https://spraakbanken.gu.se
2https://spacy.io/
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framework for extracting these tags from unseen text, thus each of the mod-
els; POS-, Dependency - and NER-tagger was built by converting the data
from Sprakbanken (SGML format) to a JSON format, suited for the SpaCy
framework to handle. Finally, the training was conducted until the adequate
performance was reached. We experimented with 25 different tags set derived
from the Stockholm Umeå Corpus (SUC)3. We treat the words as discrete rep-
resentation where each word is represented as a binary 25-dimensional vector.
We also build a vector model where each of these tags are embedded in a 10-
dimensional vector space for a continuous representation. The dependency
tags for each word represent a pointer to another word for whom the word
depends on. We use the annotation scheme for dependency tags, yet again de-
fined from SUC4 and conduct experiments with both a discrete 61-dimensional
vector representation for each word but also a 10-dimensional embedded vec-
tor space for continuous representation.

The entity types are highly dependent on the task at hand and were chosen
because they align with the interest of the Swedish Police Authority. With this
in mind, each word is represented as a discrete 13-dimensional vector where
a tag could be B-PER that indicates the beginning of a more extended entity
token for example “Zlatan Ibra Ibrahimović” that would be labeled as Zlatan:
B-PER, Ibra: I-PER and Ibrahimović: L-PER. This section contains a detailed
description of the three different channels and what they entail or a word that
is not detected as an entity is represented by the O (Outside) token.

The corpus chosen for future processing is presented in table 4.1 because they
contain the most percentage of the previously mentioned entities but also as
they express text written by individuals and not something that includes a par-
ticular structure such as news articles or judgment texts. The assumption is
that the relation classifier should not learn features that are only applicable to
a specific type of text.

Subsequently, the relation types that are to be classified are presented in table
3.1 together with the corresponding entity types. These eight relations, along
with the none relation, was handpicked because they align with the interest of
the organization of the Swedish Police Authority.

3https://cl.lingfil.uu.se/ nivre/swedish_treebank/pos.html
4https://cl.lingfil.uu.se/ nivre/swedish_treebank/dep.html
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Entity 1 Entity 2 Relation type
Person Person Collaborate

Family
Hate
Love

Knows

Person Location Lives at
Seen at

Person Vehicle Exert

Table 3.1: Entity types involved for each relational type.

3.2 Creating the Semantic Fields
The motivation behind using the Semantic Field is because an actual relation
such as the family-relation has multiple meanings that can be described with
different words. Thus, the role of the semantic field is to find the closest cor-
responding words given a set of starting words (seeds) to a relation.

By semantically related words, we mean words that occur in a similar con-
text to each other. To find these similar words we created a 300-dimensional
vector space model with the python library Gensim5 and trained on the latest
dump of Swedish Wikipedia articles6.

Each relation that is presented in table 3.1 is defined by a set of manually
selected starting seeds that are given in table 3.2. Thus, each seed for each
relation acts as a positively associated word to find the top N = 50 words
given these 5 seeds. The resulting semantic fields are presented in Appendix
A.1 and consists of 50 words each for the eight different relations in Table 3.1.

3.3 Utilizing Semantic Fields toCreate aDataset
The following requirements were defined for a sentence to be included in the
final dataset D. Let p1 and p2 denote two person entities, let l and v denote
a location and a vehicle entity. Further, let s ∈ S denote a sentence from the
total number of sentences S considered. s is then a ordered sequence that con-
stitutes of m word tokens ti such that s = (t0, t1, ..., tm) where each token ti
has a corresponding POS tag tpos.

5https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/Word2Vec.html
6https://dumps.wikimedia.org/svwiki/20190220/
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Semantic Field Seed 1 Seed 2 Seed 3 Seed 4 Seed 5
Family barn familj familjen föräldrar släkt
Love flickvän gifta par pojkvän sambo
Hate hata misshandla skrika slagsmål slåss
Collaborate kollaborera kompanjon partner samarbeta samverka
Know bekant kompis känner träffas umgås

Lives at bo bostad hem hemmet lya
Seen at figurera förekomma iaktta setts vistas

Exert använda kör körkort parkera styra

Table 3.2: The manually selected positive examples for each Semantic Field.

The dataset Dentities contains those sentences such that

Dentities =
{
∀s ∈ S

∣∣∣∃(p1 ∧ (p2 ∨ l ∨ v)) ∈ s
}

(3.1)

To further increase the probability of a sentence belonging to a particular re-
lational class, a vector space model was used to find the top n words for each
verb and noun in s ∈ Dentities, thus, the sentence are enhanced with additional
words. To access the embedding of a word w ∈ s let L(w) be the function that
returns the word embedding of that word from the vector space V d (d = 300)
and let E(s) be a function that enhances a sentence such that

E(s) =
{
∀t ∈ s,∀wi ∈ V

∣∣∣ t ∨ tpos = noun∨verb, min
0≤i≤n

||L(t)−L(wi) ||
}

(3.2)

Finally, consider the set of semantic fields F defined for each relational class
together with the empty set ∅ that constitutes the none-relation and the func-
tion C(s) such that

C(s) = argmax
Fj∈F∪∅

∣∣∣∣∣∣s ∩ Fj

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.3)

Where ∅ indicates that none of the fields overlapped with the given sentence
s. Thus, the final dataset D is defined as

D =
{
C(E(s))

∣∣∣ ∀s ∈ Dentities

}
(3.4)

Now, the final datasetD contains all those sentences that belong to one of the
relational classes defined in table 3.1 where each s ∈ D is labeled according
to the function C(s) by the majority vote.
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3.4 Partition of the Dataset
The final dataset is presented in Table 4.1 with corresponding distribution
among the different distributions. The dataset is skewed towards certain re-
lations such as the none relation that constitutes of 37% of the total examples
contrasts towards the other end such as the exert relation that corresponds to
only 0.1% of the total examples. However, nothing was done to balance the
dataset as we assume that the distribution of the relations follows a natural
pattern and that the application of the system would encounter most sentences
that did not contain a relationship.

We split the dataset into three partitions: training, validation and testing to
learn the underlying distribution of the data by training and tuning the hyper-
parameters of the model during validation and then finally testing the com-
pletely trained model at epoch i where the validation loss was at a minimum.
Consequently, the model never “saw” the examples from the test set until the
training and validation were completely done.

The ratios of the data split were 60% for the training set, 20% for the vali-
dation set and 20% for the test set. Because of the imbalance between classes,
it was enforced that each relation should be presented in the validation and
test set with a minimum of 20% for each class. For example, the exert relation
constitutes at least 200 out of 1000 examples in both the validation and test
set.

3.5 Classification
We use a CNN with multiple channels for classifying the relations since it has
proven to perform well in previous research[23][14]. Thus, the architecture is
called Multi-channel CNN. The network consists of one convolutional layer
with multiple channels together with a max pooling layer for each channel.
The activation function LeakyReLU was chosen to introduce non-linearity for
the convolutional layer. After max pooling was deployed, the different chan-
nels are concatenated into one tensor and fed into a fully connected layer. We
used a Sigmoid layer as the output of the network to normalize the output of
the fully connected layer into a probability distribution consisting of the nine
different relations defined in table 3.1. The Sigmoid output is later thresholded
at p = 0.5 and converted into a binary vector. As some examples are confusing
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for the network, i.e., no indices in the Sigmoid output is above the threshold, we
clamp that example to the none relation. To reduce overfitting to the training
data, we used a batch normalizing layer. The training of the network was done
by optimizing (minimizing) the Binary Cross Entropy loss function by using
Adam optimizer with a batch size of 256 sentences during training and testing.

Further on, the adaption of the network weights by backpropagation was only
done during the training phase. Consequently, the adaption of the weights was
not done during the validation and testing phase. Additionally, to describe the
precise model that we used, the following section contains a detailed descrip-
tion of the individual layers used when classifying the relations.

Let Nj be the jth batch and Cinj
be channel j. The different channels that

was used are presented in table 3.3.

Channel Dimension
Word2Vec embeddings 300
Part-of-Speech embedding 10
Dependency tag embeddings 10
Part-of-Speech onehot encoding 25
Dependency tag onehot encoding 61
NER onehot encoding 13

Table 3.3: The different channels used for classification with corresponding
dimensions.

Further on, let weight(Coutj, k) be the local kernel function defined for
the jth output channel channel and the kth input channel. The 1-dimensional
convolution operation over the batch of sentences can then be described as

out(Ni, Cin) = bias(Coutj) +

Cin−1∑
k=0

weight(Coutj , k) ? input(Ni, k) (3.5)

Where the parameters for this operation are the stride, kernel_size and padding.
We use stride = 1 because the words were filtered before training from stop
words and non-alphabetic words. The second parameter is the size of the ker-
nel operator. The size of the kernel controls how many words to take into
account for each given timestep. We used different sizes for the kernel for dif-
ferent input channels with the assumption that different channels depend on
a different amount of surrounding words. The third parameter to this layer is
the padding− value and size. Now, to keep the spatial dimension consistent
with the input dimension and since we use different kernel sizes the spatial
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dimensions are bound to decrease, we use zero paddings for the convolution
layer and the max pooling layer. Thus, We zero padded the layer with

zero_padding =
kernel_size− 1

2
(3.6)

As we assume the data has a non-linear relationship with the nine different
relations that are target for classification, the non-linear activation function
LeakyReLU was used on the output of the convolutional layer

LeakyReLU(out) = max(0, out) + 0.01 ·min(0, out) (3.7)

After we applied the non-linearity to the convolution. Amax pooling layer was
used to capture the features that contributed to the most significant activation
value

out(Ni, Cj, k) = max
m=0,...,k−1

input(Ni, Cj, stride× k +m) (3.8)

Again, the max pooling layer uses the same kernel sizes, stride and paddings
as the convolutional layer. The regularization for the model consists of a batch
normalization layer as it has proven to accelerate the learning of neural net-
works[35].

outi =
outi − E[out]√
Var[out] + ε

· γ · β (3.9)

Future on, the different channels were combined into one tensor and fed through
a fully connected layer to apply a linear transformation to the now non-linear
values from the max-pooling operation.

out(Nj, C0,..,k) = C0 t ... t Ck ·W +B (3.10)

WhereW and B are the weights and bias matrices for this layer, bothW and
B was initialized by

U
(
−
√

1

||in_features||
,

√
1

||in_features||

)
(3.11)

Where U is the uniform probability distribution.

Finally, to represent the output of the model as a probability for each rela-
tion and that we assume that each relation are independent from each other.
The sigmoid function σ was applied to the output of the normalized layer to
put the values between [0, 1]

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(3.12)
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Thus, the output of the sigmoid function is of nine dimensions and represent
the probabilities for each relation defined in Table 3.1. This vector is later on
thresholded at p = 0.5. Each entry in the vector is converted into a binary vec-
tor that is compared to the binary truth value vector for evaluation. However,
during the learning process, the classifier is confused about certain sentences
and no entry in the sigmoid vector reaches a value above the threshold. To pre-
vent this behavior, we created a clamping layer that assigns the none relation
to the confusing sentence. Thus, the output of the network with the clamping
layer is

Clamp(out)i =

{
LogSoftmax(outi) if ∃pj ∈ outi ≥ threshold
none otherwise

(3.13)

The trainingwas donewithAdamoptimizer with a regularizationweight decay =

10−6 where the Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) loss function was optimized

`(x, y) = L = {l1, . . . , lN}, (3.14)
ln = −wn [yn · log(xn) + (1− yn) · (1− log(xn))] (3.15)

Where each Li is the loss for the ith relation. We optimized themean(L) over
the nine-relations. Thus, the update of the weights during training is defined
as

w = w + η∇` (3.16)

Where η is the learning rate.

3.6 Evaluation
Multi-label classification is a more complex task than the single-label setting
because each sample can be associated with multiple labels simultaneously.
Because of this, the different evaluation metrics for multi-label classification
can broadly be categorized into two groups: example-based and label-based
metrics [36]. Example-based metrics evaluate the performance on each exam-
ple separately and then averaging the value across all examples while label-
based metrics evaluate the individual labels for each example and then return-
ing the macro or micro average values across all labels.

The example-based metrics we have used are Hamming loss and exact match
loss. The label-based metrics are the traditional metric presented in the pre-
vious section with the additional macro, micro and support values. We have
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also introduced a new metric for the fraction of clamps. A detailed descrip-
tion of these metrics will follow in the subsequent sections, starting with the
label-based metrics, Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1-score followed by the
example-based metrics Exact-match, Hamming loss and Micro- and Macro-
averaging.

3.6.1 Accuracy for Multi Classification
The accuracy of a class is defined in Equation 3.17. Accuracy is the ratio be-
tween all the correct predictions by the total number of examples in the dataset.
However, there are drawbacks with measuring the accuracy of a class. An un-
balanced dataset, for example, could yield a high accuracy if it only classified
instances to belong to the majority class. For example, given five cases of a
relation tuple and a classifier that decides whether the tuples is involved in a
relationship or not. Now, if four tuples were classified as to be involved in
a given relation and these tuples were indeed involved in the relation. Then,
the classifier would achieve an accuracy of 80%, but this number will not say
much when comparing classes over models if the size of the classes differs.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(3.17)

3.6.2 Precision and Recall for Multi Classification
The precision for a class is defined in Equation 3.18. Precision is the ratio
between positive predictions (TP) and the total number of positive examples
(TP + FP). Meanwhile, the recall for a class is defined in Equation 3.19 and
is defined as the ratio between the true positive (TP) examples and the total
number of positive examples (TP + FN).

Suppose a relation classification systemmanages to classify eight relations
from a dataset containing 12 relationships. From the eight classified relation-
ships, sevenwere classified correctly (TP) while onewas incorrectly classified.
Thus the precision of the classifier is 7

8
= 88%whereas the recall of the system

is 7
12

= 60%.
Precision is well suited if the cost of false positive is high; i.e., it is vital to

not classify actual positive instances as false. For example, if a real email was
classified as spam or a person was classified as not having a disease while it
had the disease so the patient won’t get treatment in time. On the other hand,
recall is appropriate to use when a high cost is associated with false negatives,
i.e., it is essential to discover all instances of positive examples if yet again
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classifying a patient as healthy while she is not and the disease is contagious
and can infect a large number of people.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3.18)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3.19)

From these two metrics, the harmonic mean could be calculated. This
value is called F1-score and is presented in Equation 3.20

F1 = 2 · Precision · Recall
Precision+ Recall

(3.20)

3.6.3 Accuracy for Multi-label Classification
The accuracy for a whole dataset is defined in Equation 3.21. Similar to the
accuracy in themulti-classification problem, the accuracy is the ratio of correct
predicted labels across all the predicted labels, i.e., predicted and actual labels
for one instance[34]. However, the additional definition of h(xi) is required
for the multi-label classification problem. h(xi) is the multi-label classifier
that returns the set of classified labels of the instance xi.

Accuracy =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Yi ∩ h(xi)|
|Yi ∪ h(xi)|

(3.21)

3.6.4 Precision and Recall for Multi-label Classifica-
tion

Precision is defined in Equation 3.22 and is the ratio between the predicted cor-
rect labels and the total number of actual labels for that instance. The precision
for the whole dataset is averaged across all data points.

Precision =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Yi ∩ h(xi)|
|h(xi)|

(3.22)

Recall is defined in Equation 3.23 and is the ratio between the predicted
correct labels and the total number of predicted labels. The recall for the whole
dataset averaged over the total number of data points.

Recall =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Yi ∩ h(xi)|
|Yi|

(3.23)
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3.6.5 Multi-label Evaluation Metrics
Exact Match

The exact match ratio or sometimes called the subset accuracy is defined in
Equation 3.24

ExactMatch(h) =
1

n

n∑
i=0

[h(xi) = Yi] (3.24)

Where h is the function that returns the set of relations for a given input
value x. The exact match evaluates the fraction of correctly classified exam-
ples, i.e., the predicted label set that is identical to the ground-truth label set.
This metric can be seen as the traditional accuracy metrics but tends to be
overly strict.

Hamming Loss

The hamming loss evaluates the fraction of labels that are incorrectly pre-
dicted. The Hamming Loss for a predicted example ŷ and the ground truth
label y with n−labels are defined in Equation 3.25

HammingLoss(ŷ, y) =
1

n

n−1∑
j=0

1(ŷ 6= y) (3.25)

Thus, the hamming loss for a whole data set is averaged over the total
number of examples. The hamming loss captures labels that are missed or
accidentally predicted by the classifier.

Macro- and Micro-Averaging

Consequently, from the two previous mentioned example-based metrics, the
label-based metrics are used for evaluating how the classifier performs on in-
dividual relations. With this setting, the labels are treated as in the multi-
classification problem with the notion of True Positive, True Negative, False
Positive and False Negative. Future on, let B represent a binary classification
metric such as precision, recall and F1 score. Macro-averaging is defined in
Equation 3.26

Bmacro(h) =
1

q

q∑
j=1

B(TPj, FPj, TNj, FNj) (3.26)
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Whilst Micro-averaging is defined in Equation 3.27

Bmicro(h) = B

(
q∑

j=1

TPj,

q∑
j=1

FPj,

q∑
j=1

TNj,

q∑
j=1

FNj,

)
(3.27)

Where q is the size of the label space and for example, when calculating
the micro-average p
then B is defined as Precision(TPj, FPj, TNj, FNj) =

TPj

TPj+FPj
.

Both macro- and micro-averaging are somewhat similar but manages to cap-
ture different scores and gives different values depending on the distribution
between the class balance. Micro-averaging gives a value that closer resem-
bles the performance of the large classes, while macro-averaging gives a value
for the effectiveness that closer remsembles the smaller classes[37].



Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents the results of the experiments. Initially, a presentation of
the collected data is done. Results from the data method include a presentation
of the distribution of the collected sentences over the nine relations together
with a human evaluated subset of the data. Following this, a presentation of the
six models losses during the training phase together with the hyperparameters.
This chapter concludes with an overview of the evaluation metrics for the nine
relations, both example-based and label-based evaluation.

4.1 Semantic Fields for Data Collection
We created the semantic fields with the method described in Section 3.2 which
was initialized by five manually defined starting words (seeds, presented in
Table 3.2) that we assumed to capture a deeper semantic meaning for each
of the nine relations. This method produced 45 new words for each semantic
field presented in Appendix A.1. The distribution among the nine relations
together with what corpora it was captured from is presented in Table 4.1.

The proposed method in Section 3.3 for data gathering captured 37.3% of
the none relation followed by the knows relation at 21.2%. The least common
relation the proposed method obtained was the exert relation at 1% of the total
sentences. The total number of sentences is 708.9 thousand sentences.

32
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Relation Flashback:
Culture & Media

Flashback:
Society

Flashback:
Vehicles & Traffic

Blog mix
2011 Total % of total

sentences
Collaborate 15.7 8.7 0.3 4.9 29.6 4.2

Exert 0.2 0.2 0.6 0 1.0 0.1

None 59.3 30.1 16 158.0 263.4 37.3
Lives at 5.8 7.6 0.1 3.8 17.3 2.5

Family 32.6 25.3 0.2 12.7 70.8 9.9

Knows 64.3 57.0 1.0 27.4 149.7 21.1
Love 23.5 17.8 0.2 13.6 55.1 7.8

Hate 45.0 27.2 0.5 14.7 87.4 12.3

Seen at 13.4 16.2 0.5 0.5 34.6 4.9

Total 259.8 190.1 19.4 239.6 708.9 100 %

Table 4.1: Thousands of sentences gathered per relation from the four different
corpora.

4.2 Human Evaluation
Human evaluation of the dataset was performed by three independent people
as it has shown to be an effective method for evaluating large dataset [11][10].
We randomly selected ten instances of each relation and asked the evaluators
to decide if the labeled relations were correct for the given sentence. Each
predicted relational instance was labeled as true or false by the evaluators.
The different evaluations are presented in Table 4.2 and the average precision
was taken from the three evaluators and subsumed a total of 73% was labeled
correctly by the Semantic Fields.

Test User Fraction of correctly labeled relations (%)
1 77
2 70
3 73
Mean 73

Table 4.2: 90 manual sentences, ten for each relation evaluated by each test
user.

4.3 Classification Evaluation Metrics
We choose six different models to conduct evaluations on after experimenting
with a multitude of different setups. Each model is associated with a unique
channel setup. For example, one model is defined by its use of only one chan-
nel, the Word2Vec embeddings (W2V) while its use of three different chan-
nels defines another model: W2V, Onehot encoded Part Of Speech (OPOS)
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and Onehot encoded entity tags (OENTS) tags. We kept the hyperparameters
same for all six models and these are depicted in Table 4.3.

Channel Kernel size Channel Dimension Convolution Dimension
Word2Vec embeddings (W2V) 5 300 290
Embedded encoded Part Of Speech tags (EPOS) 3 10 9
Onehot encoded Part Of Speech (OPOS) 3 25 9
Embedded encoded Dependency tags (EDEP) 3 10 9
Onehot encoded Dependency tags (ODEP) 3 61 9
Onehot encoded entity tags (OENTS) 3 13 12

Learning Rate 10−3

Weight Decay 10−6

Table 4.3: The hyperparameters used for the different channels when training
six different models, each defined by its unique channel setup.

4.3.1 Clamps
The fraction of clamps measure the confusion of the classifier. For all of the
models, the numbers vary initially but show a continuous decay through each
epoch. Figure 4.1 shows the fraction of clamps per epoch for the six different
models on the validation set. At ten epochs, the total number of sentences that
are clamped are roughly 22000 of a total of 144600 sentences.

Figure 4.1: Fraction of clamps, i.e the confusion of the classifier for the six
different multi-channel CNNmodels with hyperparameters described in Table
4.3.
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Two models: Word2Vec embeddings + Onehot entities + Onehot POS + One-
hot Dependency (lowest full line in Figure 4.1) and Word2Vec embeddings +
Onehot entities + Onehot POS (lowest dotted line in Figure 4.1) manages to
achieve the smallest fraction of clamps initially as for later epochs they ap-
proach a similar value with the rest of the models. The remaining four models
perform roughly the same amount of clamps during the training phase.

4.3.2 Exact match
Figure 4.2 shows the exact match for the validation set over the trained epochs
for the six different models. The exact match is the fraction of predicted labels
that are identical to the ground-truth relations. Thus, no forgiveness is consid-
ered where three out of four relations are predicted correctly.

Figure 4.2: Fraction of exact predicted relations for the six different multi-
channel CNN models. The hyper parameters can be seen in Table 4.3.

Two models: Word2Vec embeddings + Onehot entities + Onehot POS + One-
hot Dependency (highest full line in Figure 4.2) and Word2Vec embeddings +
Onehot entities + Onehot POS (highest dotted line in Figure 4.2) achieves the
highest fraction of exact matches. Themodel using a singleWord2Vec channel
shows the least fraction of exact matches (lowest dashed line in Figure 4.2).
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4.3.3 Hamming Loss
Figure 4.3 shows the fraction of incorrectly predicted labels during training on
the evaluation set. The hamming loss measures if a relevant label was missed
or a wrong full label was predicted.

Figure 4.3: Fraction of missclassified relations for the six different multi-
channel CNN models. The hyper parameters can be found in Table 4.3.

Two models: Word2Vec embeddings + Onehot entities + Onehot POS + One-
hot Dependency (lowest full line in Figure 4.3) and Word2Vec embeddings +
Onehot entities + Onehot POS (lowest dotted line in Figure 4.3) achieves the
lowest hamming loss whilst the model using a single Word2Vec embedding
(highest dashed line in 4.3) channel shows the lowest performance (highest
hamming loss values).

4.4 Classification Evaluation Losses
Figure 4.4-4.9 presents the Binary Cross Entropy loss over 20 epochs during
training and validation. The vertical dashed line in each figure shows the epoch
where the validation loss reached a minimum. It is from this point, the models
were selected for future evaluation to prevent overfitting towards the training
data. The validation loss for all six models is initially lower than the training
loss, which might seem unusual. There are several explanations for this: Batch
normalization are not cumulated and adapted during evaluation as it uses a
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fixed mean and standard deviation. Secondly, the training loss has no prior
data as it is randomly initialized while the validation epoch has seen a model
whose weight has been configured by at least one epoch from the training
data. For all of the models, the validation loss is higher than the training loss
after the first epoch is done. The first model we trained is presented in Figure
4.4. The first trained model is presented in Figure 4.4. Both training (full
line) and validation (dotted line) loss are depicted in the figure together with
the vertical dashed line at epoch six that indicates the lowest validation score
reached during training.

Figure 4.4: Training and validation loss during training for 20 epochs. Two
channels is used for this model: Word2Vec Embeddings and Onehot Enti-
ties. The best-achieved validation loss is depicted at the vertical dashed line at
epoch six. The hyperparameters used during training can be seen in Table 4.3

The second trained model is presented in Figure 4.5. Both training and val-
idation loss is depicted in the figure together with the vertical dashed line at
epoch nine that indicates the lowest validation score reached during training.
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Figure 4.5: Training and validation loss during training for 20 epochs. Chan-
nels used for this model was Word2Vec Embeddings, Onehot Entities, Onehot
POS and Onehot Dependency. The best-achieved validation loss is depicted
at the vertical dashed line at epoch four. The hyperparameters used during
training can be seen in Table 4.3

The third trainedmodel is presented in Figure 4.6. Both training and validation
loss is depicted in the figure together with the vertical dashed line at epoch four
that indicates the lowest validation score reached during training. It is from
this epoch that the model is taken for future evaluation on the test set.
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Figure 4.6: Training and validation loss during training for 20 epochs. Chan-
nels used for this model was the single Word2Vec Embeddings channel. The
best achieved validation loss is depicted at the vertical dashed line at epoch
four. The hyperparameters used during training can be seen in Table 4.3

The fourth trained model is presented in Figure 4.7. Both training and vali-
dation loss is depicted in the figure together with the vertical dashed line at
epoch six that indicates the lowest validation score reached during training.

Figure 4.7: Training and Validation loss during training for 20 epochs. Chan-
nels used for this model was Word2Vec Embeddings, POS Embeddings and
Onehot Entities. The best-achieved validation loss is depicted at the vertical
dashed line at epoch six. The hyperparameters used during training can be
seen in Table 4.3

The fifth trained model is presented in Figure 4.8. Both training and validation
loss is depicted in the figure together with the vertical dashed line at epoch nine
that indicates the lowest validation score reached during training.
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Figure 4.8: Training and validation loss during training for 20 epochs. Chan-
nels used for this model was Word2Vec Embeddings, Onehot Entities, POS
Embeddings and Dependency Embeddings. The best-achieved validation loss
is depicted at the vertical dashed line at epoch nine. The hyperparameters used
during training can be seen in Table 4.3

The final trained model is presented in Figure 4.9. Both training and validation
loss is depicted in the figure together with the vertical dashed line at epoch
eight that indicates the lowest validation score reached during training.
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Figure 4.9: Training and validation loss during training for 20 epochs. Chan-
nels used for thismodel wasWord2Vec Embeddings, Onehot Entities andOne-
hot POS. The best-achieved validation loss is depicted at the vertical dashed
line at epoch eight. The hyperparameters used during training can be seen in
Table 4.3

4.5 Label-based Evaluation for the Test Set
This section contains the evaluation metrics of the six different models pre-
sented in Figure 4.4-4.9, together with a random inference model. Each of the
nine relations is evaluated as a label-based evaluation, as presented in Section
3.6.2. Themicro andmacro average evaluations follow the subsequent section.
The equations for each metric can be found in Section 4.3.

4.5.1 Label-based Evaluation of each Relation
The following section contains nine different figures depicting the performance
for each of the nine relations for the six different models together with a ran-
dom inference model. Figure 4.10 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for
the collaborate relation.

Figure 4.10: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the collaborate rela-
tion on the test set.
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Figure 4.11 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the none relation.

Figure 4.11: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the none relation on
the test set.

Figure 4.12 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the love relation.
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Figure 4.12: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the love relation on
the test set.

Figure 4.13 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the hate relation.

Figure 4.13: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the hate relation on
the test set.

Figure 4.14 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the family relation.
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Figure 4.14: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the family relation
on the test set.

Figure 4.15 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the knows relation.

Figure 4.15: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the knows relation
on the test set.

Figure 4.16 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the seen at relation.
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Figure 4.16: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the seen at relation
on the test set.

Figure 4.17 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the lives at relation.

Figure 4.17: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the lives at relation
on the test set.

Figure 4.18 shows the precision, recall and F1-score for the exert relation.
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Figure 4.18: Precision, Recall and F1-score evaluated on the exert relation on
the test set.

4.5.2 Label-based Macro and Micro Average
This section contains two figures that depict the overall performance of the
classifier for the six different models together with a random inference model.
Figure 4.19 shows the average macro precision, recall and F1-score as de-
scribed in 3.26 for the nine relations together with a random inference model.

Figure 4.19: Average macro precision, recall and F1-score evaluated of the
nine relation on the test set.

Figure 4.20 shows the average macro precision, recall and F1-score as de-
scribed in 3.27 for the nine relations together with a random inference model.
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Figure 4.20: Average micro precision, recall and F1-score evaluated of the
nine relation on the test set.



Chapter 5

Discussion

RE has seen success for the major languages such as English, Chinese and
Arabic. Little has been done to tackle the task for minor languages such as
Swedish. As a consequence of the lack of datasets for small languages, no
previous research has been done to handle the RE task for Swedish. Thus, the
experiments we present in this work attempts to tackle the data scarcity by in-
troducing a method for creating a dataset for the task at hand.

With the technique for creating the dataset we continue experimenting with
a multi-channel CNN to tackle the problem from a classification standpoint.
The setting for the classification problem is of a multi-label type where each
entity tuple contained within a single sentence can be associated with multiple
relations.

This section is carried out with the three questions defined in Section 1.1 in
mind. Thus, given a sentence constructed by two entities and an element from
a semantic field, when is this proof of a relationship between the entities? How
can a dataset be created for RE by the aid of semantic fields and finally, What
combination of channels yields the best results for RE?

We trained six different multi-channel CNN models where each model con-
stitutes a different setup of channels. The different channels can be found in
Table 3.3. From Figure 4.4-4.9, the training and validation loss can be found
for each of the 20 epochs. All of the six models show a similar performance
during training. The first pattern to note is that, initially, the validation loss is
lower than the training loss for all of the models. The reason for this could be
that the validation set is always validation on a model whose weights had been

48
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adopted by a previous run on the training data. Another pattern is the stag-
nated validation loss for all of the models. All six models reach an optimal
validation error before ten epochs, which is quite pleasant because running
one epoch on a GPU takes roughly 25 min. However, as one of the charac-
teristics of a CNN model is the reduced number of parameters compared to
other architectures. Our models contain around 800000 parameters. Consid-
ering the fast-stagnated validation loss, this amount of parameters may be too
few to be able to represent the latent distribution of the dataset. We did con-
duct experiments by adding a convolutional layer and could conclude that the
performance slightly increases. This result might indicate that a significant
portion of more parameters could be useful. However, looking only at the
graphs over the losses, no further insight into the models are provided. Thus,
a more profound insight can be found when looking at the multi-label metrics.

The approach taken for evaluating the multi-label performance of the clas-
sifier is presented in Section 4.3. Figure 4.1 shows a large fraction of clamps
being performed during the initial phase of training. Remember that a clamp
is when the classifier did not achieve a probability for any relation above the
fixed threshold p = 0.5. These confused examples where force to be labeled
as the none relation. Looking at Figure 4.1, there are two models that separate
from the rest: the model with channels consists of W2V + OENTS + OPOS +
ODEP and the model whose channels consists of same channels but without
the ODEP channel. These twomodels manage to achieve the lowest fraction of
clamps during the training process, where the former model achieves a more
stable decrease in clamps (full line in Figure 4.1).

During the training process, there is a continuous decrease in the fraction
of clamps. All of the models reach an optimal validation loss before the
tenth epoch, where the total number of clamps is around 20, 000 out of a total
144, 600 sentences. We manually evaluated the examples that the models did
clamp but could not find any common denominator of why these sentences
were clamped. As of this, we wanted to answer the question when a sentence
contains a proof of the relationship between entities within the sentence. The
fractions of examples that are clamped indicates that we can not determine this.
However, the clamping process for the training data is significantly lower than
on the validation data and might induce that the classifier can determine the
relationship of the entities if it is presented enough times to the classifier. This
contradicts the notion of preventing overfitting as we took the model that we
assumed to generalize best was when the validation loss reached a minimum
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value. We call for future investigation of why the confusing occurs regarding
these sentences.

Continuing from the clamping process towards the exact match ratio presented
in Equation 3.24. Remember that the exact match ratio is comparable with the
accuracy in a multi-classification problem as it measures the hard truth about
each example and has no forgiveness if one out of the multiple relations was
mispredicted. There seems to be a correlation between the clamping perfor-
mance presented in Figure 4.1 of the two models with the lowest fraction of
clamps and the exact match ratio presented in 4.2. The same two models who
achieved the best clamping performance also produces the best exact-match
ratio. We think the reason for this is that the relations which contained multi-
ple relations were accounted for and not assigned the single none relation.

Furthermore, Figure 4.2 shows that the exact matches increase for all the mod-
els and achieves the optimal fraction before the tenth epoch. There is a corre-
lation with the validation loss from Figure 4.4-4.9 where the lowest validation
loss is also achieved before the tenth epoch for all of the models. Thus, the
trend for the exact matches is to increase up until the optimal value is reached
which corresponds to the optimal value for the validation loss (compare the
vertical dashed line in Figure 4.4-4.9 with the corresponding epoch in Figure
4.2) and then slowly decrease as the training continuous. The reason for this is
that the models are overfitting towards the training data, which hurts the gen-
eralization performance towards the validation and test sets.

While the exact match ratio is a harsh metric for evaluating a multi-label prob-
lem, a more delightful metric is the hamming loss presented in Equation 3.25.
Hamming loss keeps track of relations that were additional or missed by the
classifier. The performance of the Hamming loss is found in Figure 4.3 and
shows a similar behavior as the clamping (Figure 4.1) and exact matches (Fig-
ure 4.2). It is yet again the two models (W2V + OENTS + OPOS + ODEP and
the model whose channels consists of same channels but without the ODEP
channel) who achieves the best hamming loss. The hamming loss follows the
trend together with the exact match ratio where the best achieved hamming
loss is reached at an epoch where the optimal validation loss occurred to later
slowly increase.

An example of a sentence with four labels is: “Sofia har sänt SMS till komp-
isar om att hon inte vill anklaga Julian för någonting och att polisen ville få fast
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honom.” (English: “Sofia has sent an SMS to her friends about accusations
Julian for something and the police wanted to catch him.”) which is labeled as
“family”, “love”, “hate” and “collaborate” relation between Sofia and Julian.
The classifier only managed to get the “collaborate” and “love” relation correct
and missed the “hate” and “family” relations. Which makes sense considering
that the sentence does not say anything about a family or hate relation. It is
also hard to justify why this sentence would entail both love and hate between
Sofia and Julian. As for this, the error lies in the labeling approach by the
distant supervisor who poses a “impossible” sentence to the classifier. Thus
by regarding the Hamming loss as an evaluation metric instead of the exact
match ratio, this sentence is still considered to be partially correct.

5.1 Relations for Individual Evaluation
To get an insight into how the classifier perform on each separate class, we
evaluated the classifier in a label-based manner by calculating the precision,
recall and F1-score presented in Equation 3.22, 3.23, 3.20. The performance
for all nine relations can be found in Figure 4.10-4.18. These figures depict the
performance of the six models taken at the epoch where the lowest validation
loss was reached (see vertical dashed line in Figure 4.4-4.9) and evaluated on
the test set. We also added a random inference model to be evaluated together
with the rest of the models.

Starting with the “collaborate” relation depicted in Figure 4.10. It is clear that
all the models achieve a significant performance in precision compared to the
random model but are much closer regarding the recall score with the random
inference model. The model whose channels consisting of W2V + OENTS
+ EPOS stands out compared to the other models because of the lower (0.55)
recall score compared to 0.6 the rest of the models. Looking at the F1-score
for the different models, it is the model W2V + OENTS + OPOS + ODEP that
achieves slightly higher in precision compared to the second-best performing
model which uses the same channels but embeddings instead of onehot encod-
ings. All of the non-random models are centered around an F1-score of 0.65.

Continuing with the “none” relation in Figure 4.11 which constitutes one of
the largest relation represented in the test set (33 % of the total examples).
This relation achieves one of the highest scores for all of the models and also
among all of the nine relations. The six models are centered at an F1-score of
0.8, which is significantly better than the random inference models F1-score
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at 0.42. The reason for the promising results for the “none” relation is two-
fold: the “none” relation is the largest portion of labels contained in all three
datasets (training, validation and testing) and when an example is confusing
(clamped) it is automatically assigned the none relation. However, there might
be other explanations that are not evident from just looking at the data and is
something the CNN has learned to recognize which might make the none re-
lations easier to classify than the rest.

For instance, the sentence “Mickey Dee eller Michael Delaoglou som han
egentligen heter är svensk medborgare men av grekisk härkomst.” (English:
“Mickey Dee or Michael Delaoglou that his real name is, is a Swedish citizen
with Greek heritage.”) has the actual label of the “know” relation between
“Mickey Dee” and “Michael Delaoglou” but was clamped to the “none” re-
lation. This is an example of error prior to classification as it is more of a
philosophical question whether a person knows himself as the two entities re-
fer to the same person.

Looking at the three relations: “love”, “hate” and “family” in Figures 4.12,
4.13, 4.14, a similar performance between the three is seen with an F1-score
centered around 0.8 for the “family” relation, 0.75 for the “hate” relation and
0.78 for the “love” relation. All the models for the three relations show, yet
again, a significantly better performance than the random inference model.
However, the variance between the models are lowest for the “love” relation in
Figure 4.12 followed by the “family” relation who shows a slightly larger vari-
ance between the models in Figure 4.14. The “hate” relation in Figure 4.13
shows the largest variance between the three relations where it is two models
that stands out from the rest of the non-random models, W2V + OENTS +
OPOS + ODEP and the model with same channels but embeddings (square
and plus marker in Figure 4.13). Correlated with the “collaborate” relation, it
is these two models that achieve the best score in precision and recall for all of
the collaborate, love, hate and family relations. The similar distribution could
explain a reason for the similar performance among the data sets as they all
constitute of around 10% each of the total examples in the test set.

After this we have the “know” relation which is the second most represented
relation in the dataset at 25% of the total examples. Figure 4.15 shows yet
again that the six models outperform the random inference model but also
shows a clear separation among the six models. The two models whose chan-
nels consist of of W2V + OENTS + OPOS + ODEP and W2V + OENTS +
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OPOS achieve the best F1-score. This performance aligns with the former
multi-label performance metrics in Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 as it is these two
models that achieves the best score compared to the other models.

The three remaining relations: “seen at”, “lives at” and “exert” evaluation can
be seen in Figure 4.16, 4.17, 4.18. Remember that the entity types now have
changed and includes a person entity together with a location (seen and lives
at) and a vehicle (exert). There are several trends in these three relations. First
of all, they all perform significantly worse than other relations. Secondly, these
three relations are the three that are least common in the datasets. From this, it
is evident that the assumption we made, not to balance the dataset, has proven
to influence the performance of the classifier drastically. There is, however,
a pattern for these three relations: they all show the largest variance among
the six models compared to the other relations. Figure 4.16, 4.17, 4.18 shows
that the model using a single channel, W2V performs worst (triangle in Figure
4.16, 4.17, 4.18). Following this, for seen at and lives at relations it is yet again
the two models with W2V + OENTS + OPOS + ODEP and W2V + OENTS
+ OPOS channels that performs best.

With that said; It is evident that the classifier has a hard time finding proofs
of a relationship between entities because of the lack of represented data for
the less common relations. It could also mean that it is easier to determine
a relationship between two human entities compared to relations between hu-
mans and location or vehicles because of the low performance of the “seen
at”, “lives at” and “exert” relations. As for why this is the case, we are not
able to answer and need future research to identify the final cause for this
behavior. Even though we cannot answer this, the results designate towards
the use of multiple channels yields an increase in performance because the
classifier shows the best performance of using a combination of discrete word
features together with the continuous word embedding. It must be stated that
the workhorse among the channels is the continuousWord2Vec representation
as, without this channel, the performance is significantly worse.

5.2 Micro and Macro Evaluation
Remember that macro-averaging (Equation 3.26) computes precision, recall
and F1-score independently as it weights each relation to be equally impor-
tant compared to micro-averaging (Equation 3.27) which aggregates each rela-
tion contribution to compute the average metric. Micro-averaging is preferred
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when the distribution among the relations are imbalanced, as is the case for
us. Whereas the macro averaging is the averaged precision and recall as we
saw in the previous section. Thus, the macro average is in closer resemblance
towards the larger relations such as the none and knows relations.

Figure 4.19 and 4.20 depicts the micro- and macro-average precision, recall
and F1-score for the six different models. It is plain, from the macro-average
values in Figure 4.19 is lower than the micro-average values in Figure 4.20
because of the three relations lives at, seen at and exert who shows a deficient
performance but are also presented the least number of times in the datasets.
Comparing this to the micro-average score presented in Figure 4.20 who takes
into account the imbalance of the datasets where all six non-random models
are clustered around an F1-score of 0.75 whereas the clustered F1-score for
the macro-average value in Figure 4.19 is centered at 0.65. Even though the
variance is quite small among the models in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, it is
apparent that the six models all perform significantly better than the random
inference model and that the model who uses the single Word2Vec embed-
ding channel performs worst for both the micro and macro average scores.
Contrary, the two best performing models regarding the micro- and macro-
average scores are the two models whose channels consists of W2V + OENTS
+ OPOS + ODEP and without the ODEP (square and the round star markers
in Figure 4.19, 4.20).

5.3 Words for the Semantic Fields
Appendix A.1 presents each word contained in the semantic fields. The fields
contain words that capture the meaning of each relation. The majority of the
words describes the relation in a good way but some words (marked in bold)
is odd and are not usually associated with the given relation. For example, the
semantic field for the love relation contain words such as "alcoholic" and "ex-
wife" or the semantic field for the hate relation contain words such as "kissing"
and "laughing". Even though these words do not seem to be related to the given
relation, the vector model presented in Section 3.3 is a statistical model trained
on Swedish Wikipedia and each word is taken from the context they occur in
by the highest probability. Thus, by adjusting the starting seeds for each of
the semantic fields, the abnormal words could be eliminated. Extension of the
semantic field method is a subject for future research where both tweaking the
starting seeds and also adding stemming to the method.
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5.4 Swedish Police Authority
With the classification results at hand together with the proposed method for
assembling a dataset, RE can distinguish relations with high performance in
terms of relationships between persons. It is evidently harder for the classi-
fier to determine relationships between the persons and locations or vehicles.
With that said, the application of such a system within the Swedish Police Au-
thority is promising and when utilized, could lead to increased efficiency by
autonomously detecting entities and their relationships. A recommended start
is to designate the relations to include relationships between persons.

5.5 Ethical Aspects
The bias towards the entity names concerns the ethical aspects of this work.
For example, the classifier could learn that certain types of names, such as
names that belong to a minority group or similar are more prone to particu-
lar relations that might not be “positive” to be associated with or the collab-
oration relation which we designed more towards foul play than rather than
something “positive”. Even though none of this has been observed during the
experiments, it is possible that the system might follow this behavior in its ap-
plication.

The ecological aspects of this work quite hard to find evidence for in this par-
ticular work and must be put into a broader subject for evaluation. This work
is dedicated to the Swedish Police Authority, who has environmental goals
defined for the whole organization 1. The goals consider two areas where the
effect on the environment is most significant; transportation and energy use.
This work is mainly concerned with the latter goal as it takes considerable
computer power to train the proposed models.

This work is conducted regarding freedom from two directions; First, the con-
tributions to the research field of RE where the methods and results are pre-
sented as “Free as in Beer”. Secondly, the implementation of the system is ded-
icated to the Swedish Police Authority and is not open for public use. Thus, the
source is closed. With that said, the purpose of presenting this work in written
form is that others should be able to reproduce the results and the control of
whom could be using this system, with malicious intent or not, is out of our

1https://polisen.se/om-polisen/uppdrag-och-mal/miljoarbete-inom-polisen/
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control. This dilemma is neither solved by making the implementation open
source. We can not stop publishing research achievements because of fear for
malicious intent.

5.6 Future work
The three questions we stated before conducting this work have led to various
new questions. The application of the proposed data collecting method in
other areas such as sentiment analysis would be interesting. Regarding the
multi-channel CNNmodel used for classification, amodifiedmodel containing
more parameters such as adding LSTM layers or similar could be an attractive
approach. Also, conducting experiments with the different channels by using
other word embeddings such as GloVe or ELMo or a combination of them all.
We also call for further evaluation of the collected dataset that could contain
a more detailed comparison of the incorrect samples or why some sentences
were clamped. The field of explainable AI could be adapted to this work and
may yield interesting results in why some instances are harder to determine a
relationship of.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

We propose a novel method for collecting data for the RE task. We do this
to enable future research for the task at hand for minor languages such as
Swedish. Human evaluation was conducted on a subset of the gathered data
and achieved a 73% accuracy which is a promising result, but we still lack in-
sight into how themajority of the data is constructed. The dataset is later on put
to the test with six different multi-channel CNN models where a continuous
and discrete representation of the POS and Dependency tags were compared
together with Word2Vec representation of each token. It is clear from the
experiments that the most significant contributions towards the classification
performance was the Word2Vec embeddings. Even though the performance
is not significantly different between the channels it is evident that using a
multi-channel setup increases performance as the model who only consists
of the Word2Vec embeddings was shown to perform worst. We find that the
best performing model was them who uses the discrete onehot encoding that
achieves a micro-averaged F1-score of 0.77.

6.1 Contributions
Hearst[2] initially pioneered the RE task by using a rule-based approach that
has shown to perform good for precision but lack in recall as the system would
only discover patterns that are defined by manually labeled rules. With the
rise of machine learning together with algorithms that are eager to process
data, the quickly fast found that manually labeling data is a tedious process. In
the light of this struggle, distant supervised approaches for collecting data has
risen in popularity because of the extraordinary performance that experiments
shown in the work of[9][10][12][3]. However, with the autonomous gathering
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of data, the lack of insight in what type of data is being collected is still miss-
ing. This problem still stands with the experiments we present in this work.

A multi-label classification setting is evident when dealing with relations be-
tween real-life objects such as persons, locations and vehicles because it is
rare that two persons, for example, are only involved in a single relationship.
However, in the light of this, previous research has mainly been focused on
multi-classification setting and missing the deeper semantic meaning of enti-
ties involved in relations[7][4][3]. There is, however, attempts that tackles this
issue, as this work does together with [14] and [33].

The significant contribution of this work is the proposed method for collecting
the dataset presented in Section 3.3. The approach presented does not depend
on any knowledge base or other public data and solely relies on transferring
knowledge about relations from the user of the system to the system itself as
words contained in the semantic fields defines the actual relationships.

There is a general problem when tackling the RE, especially when the data
is in Swedish because of the lack of s and publicly available msuch as POS
tagger, Dependency tagger, NER tagger. Thus, much of the time was spent
training custom models for these common tasks and the data depends highly
on the performance of the NER and POS tagger as these two models are used
to collect the dataset.

The procedure to gathering data by the aid of Semantic Fields bears a resem-
blance to the work of [11] but instead of gathering evidence of a relation con-
taining the entities from the KB, we use words as evidence from the Semantic
Fields. By doing this, we can configure our system based on the words con-
tained in the Semantic Fields with greater detail but with the main limitation
of that a sentence contained words from a semantic field and two entities not
necessary needs to express proof of a relationship. For example, consider the
sentence “Bob and Alice saw a family” our system would label this sentence
as a family relation between Alice and Bob, but the sentence did not say any-
thing about the actual relationship between Alice and Bob. On the contrary,
[11] would label this sentence based on the fact in the KB, which could yield
a tangible proof of the sentence based on the fact that it is manually labeled in
the KB. However, as we use the same evaluation technique as in [11] for the ac-
tual sentences gathered, Table 4.2 shows that the randomly sampled sentences
achieve high accuracy at 0.73.
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The corpora chosen for processing was publicly available Swedish data from
a significant internet forum and a blog portal. Notably, the sentences from
the internet forum do not follow a particular grammatical structure and mis-
spelling and other types of noise were evident. For example, the word “Edit” is
a common word when a forum post has been edited after it was posted. “Edit”
is also a name of a person that our NER tagger interpreted as an actual name,
on the contrary, the word “Edit” is almost always referred as a name when the
sentences are from the blog portal. Nothing was done to contradict this be-
cause drawing the line between what is not a name and what is, would yield
significant manual labor and would not have been in the scope of this work as
we wanted to present an autonomous way of gathering data.

The distribution between the nine relational classes are highly skewed towards
the none and know relations. Nothing was done to balance the dataset as we
assumed that the distribution follows a natural pattern for the application of
the system. This assumption implies that the RE system would encounter sen-
tences that does not contain any relation. However, when evaluating the per-
formance for the different classes, it is evident that the least common relations
such as the exert relation perform very badly Figure 4.18. It is still better than
the random evaluation but lacks behind the rest of the more common relations.

Comparing the results with previous RE research, it is hard to make a fair
comparison, as most of the previous work deals with standardized datasets.
However, the performance of the classifier regarding precision and recall do
align with the performance presented in the work of [11], [23] and [14] even
though it is slightly worse compared to our best model who achieves a micro-
averaged score at 0.77. Comparing this result to other researchers who use
the Multi-channel CNN architecture, even though with different channels, our
best performing model is below the state of the art results in RE where Wang
et al.[24] reports results at F1-scores of 0.88. However, the state of the art per-
formance using Multi-channel CNN is shown to achieve better performance
than models using Recurrent Neural Networks as in the work of Lee, Seo, and
Choi[38] who reports a F1-score at 0.85. However, the proposed method for
creating a dataset is not limited to RE.We see further applications such as sen-
timent analysis for creating a dataset as a semantic field can define a positive
or a negative sentence.
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Appendix A

Semantic fields

Table A.1: The words contained in each semantic field.

Family Love Hate Collaborate Know Lives at Seen at Exert
adoptivbarn adoptivdotter attackera adoptera avskyr arbetsrum anföras accelerera
barn alkoholist begå agera bekant ateljé angripas aktivera
barnbarn barndomsvän bestraffa anlita beundrar badrummet anmärkas använda
barnen danspartner blöda anställa bråka barndomshem antyda belasta
brorsdöttrar dejta brottas arbeta bråkar besök beröra beställa
bröder exflickvän bråka assistera dejta bo drabba blända
dotter exfru dräpa avskeda flirta boende erkännas bromsa
dottern exmake duellera bistå flirtar bondgård figurera byta
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döttrar exman fälla bråka flörta boning framhävas bära
döttrarna faster förfölja dejta förolämpar bostad framträda cykla
fadern flickvän förföra designa försonas bostaden förekomma erbjuda
familj flickvännen förråda fortsätta förstår dräng företas fjärrstyra
familjen flickvänner gråta förföra förälskad dörr förlåtas fjärrstyras
familjer fru hata hjälpa förälskade familj förutsätta färdas
familjerna fästman hemsöka hjärntvätta förälskar fru iaktta gå
far fästmö hypnotisera infiltrera gillar föräldrahem iakttagas hantera
farfar förlovad hämnas integrera hittar gästerna iakttas installera
farföräldrar gifta jaga interagera hälsar gömställe inträffa justera
farmodern halvsyster kasta investera inser hem iordningställas justeras
farmor klasskamrat kidnappa jobba killen hemma jämställas konfigureras
fosterföräldrar klasskompis knivhugga kidnappa klasskamrat hemmet kännas kontrollera
fru kollega konfrontera kollaborera kompis hus medföra köpa
förfäder kompis kyssa kollega kompisar hushållerska misstolkas kör
föräldrar kompisen kämpa kommersialisera kompisen hydda negligera köra
föräldrarna kusin ljuga kompanjon konfronteras hyresvärd observeras köras
halvsyskon käresta lura konfrontera kysser koja omnämnas körkort
hustru kärleksaffär massakrera konsultera känna kojan parasitera lastas
kusin lillasyster misshandla kontakta känner källaren påpekas låsa
kusiner lillebror misshandlas koordinera kär lya påvisas manövrera
maka livskamrat mobba medla lurar lägenhet rättfärdigas matcha
mamma make mörda mutera misshandlar lägenheten ses modifiera
mamman mamma prata mörda märker mamma setts montera
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mor mor reta omintetgöra mördar mamman skyllas märka
morbror moster ropa omstrukturera möter pappa skönjas nyttja
morfar otrohetsaffär skratta outsourca ogillar pappan synas optimeras
morföräldrar pappa skrek partner prata pensionat säkerställas parkera
mormodern par skrika planera retar piga tillkomma passera
mormor partner skriker rekrytera retas sommarbostad tilläggas programmeras
moster pojkvän skrämma sabotera storasyster sommarhus tolerera provköra
pappa pojkvännen skämta samarbeta stöter sommarnöje understrykas registrera
paret rumskamrat slagsmål samregera svartsjuk sommarstuga undersökas rekommendera
släkt sambo slänga samverka träffa sommarställe upplevas rulla
släkten skolkamrat slåss smutskasta träffar sova uppstå signalera
släktingar storasyster somna spionera träffas sovrum uppträda skicka
son storebror sparka splittra träffat stuga uppvisa specificera
sonen styvdotter stjäla starta tycker stugan uteslutas styra
styvfar styvfar straffas stödja umgås säng uthärda svänga
syskon styvpappa stöta tampas upptäcker tjänare utrotas tanka
syskonen syster såra träffa uppvakta tjänstefolket verka tillåta
syster tonårsdotter tortera umgås uppvaktar tomt vistas uppgradera
systern tvillingsyster trakassera utpressa vän tält återfinnas utrustas
systrar ungdomskärlek träffa utveckla vänner vardagsrum återinföras välja
söner väninna trösta vidareutveckla älskar ägodelar återkomma välta
vänner älskare våldta våldta återser övernatta övervinnas växla
ättlingar älskarinna överraska återuppta överraskar övernattning övervintra åka
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